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 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjKHf55SdQQ  

 

 

 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25bwiSikRsI  
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 CONCEPTS 
 



ASYLUM LAW  

• The humanitarian tragedy lived during World War II, reveals the 

need to possess new instruments of protection of the human rights, 

including the right to refuge 

 

• The Convention of Ginebra approved this in the year 1951 at the 

statute of the Refugees 

 

 



RULES 

• Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(1948) 

 

• Convention of Ginebra (1951) 

 

• EU 

 

• Spanish constitution (art. 13.4º), 1978 

 

• Asylum law (2009). 

 Universal 
Declaration 
of Human 

Rights 

Convention of 
Ginebra 

EU 

Spanish Constitution 

Asylum law 



WHAT IS THE MEANING OF REFUGEE? 

 

The term “refugee” refers to someone who has been 

forced to leave their country in order to escape war, 

persecution, or natural disaster. 

 

Spain extends the definition including gender identity 

and sexual orientation. 
 

 

 



Evolution of asylum in Spain  



 

SISTEM OF RECEPTION IN SPAIN 

 



PHASES OF THE PROGRAMME 

FASE DE ACOGIDA Y 

DIAGNÓSTICO FIRST PHASE SECOND PHASE  THIRD PHASE 

First Reception 

 

 

 

Temporary 

reception in 

center 

 

Integration  

 

 

Autonomy 

 

 



 

RED CROSS PROGRAME IN SPAIN 

 



SOCIAL EDUCATOR   

From the moment that the user of the programme came to Segovia, the 

social educators pick them up at the train station and take them to their 

new house, where the social educators explain basic things to them and 

let the users rest until the following day. 

 

The following day, the Social educator teaches them the memorable 

places in Segovia and the location of red Cross and introduces the rest of 

the team. 

 

FUNCTIONS: 

 

        - to establish a confident relation.  

        - to visit the users regularly. 

        - to accompany in order to follow the administrative steps. 

        - protection of infancy. 
 

 

 



SOCIAL WORKERS 
 

 

 

 

 

Social workers are coordinated in three phases 
 

 - First phase. 

 

 - Second phase. 

 

 - Third phase. 



SOCIAL WORKERS 
 

 

 

FIRST PHASE (Temporary reception) 

 

Activities: 

 

 - To manage the squares of temporary reception. Entrances and exits 

 - to detect the factors of vulnerability  

 - to cover the needs of housing, food and subsistence. 

 - financial aid management(glasses, driver's licence, school material …) 

 - meetings follow-ups  

 - preparation to transition to the second phase 
.  



TRABAJADORES SOCIALES 
 

 

 

THE SECOND PHASE (social Intervention) 

 
In this phase the user joins after six months of temporary reception. In this phase 

there are also  six months where two extensions are possible. Once this phase is 

finished, they would have fulfilled between 12 and 18 months in Spain. 

 

The users look for their own flat with contract to their names. 

 

The search of a job is very important.  

 

A follow-up of the families is done at their flats to make sure that everything is 

correct. 

  



TRABAJADORES SOCIALES 
 

 

THIRD PHASE (Autonomy) 

 

After the credit spent by the second phase the users would go on to a third 

phase. 

In this phase there would be another 6 months up to expiring 18 months 

(or 24 if they are more vulnerable), in which, they are more independent, 

since the majority has obtained an employment and are capable of 

covering their expenses and needs. 

In this phase they have the possibility to access to some punctual help, for 

example: light, gas, day-care center, school material …  

The follow-up in this stage is not so periodic due to the fact that the 

autonomy is promoted. 



 

PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTENTION:  

 

During the whole time that the users are in the project, they have psychological 

attention. They are vulnerable individuals who come with many problems after a 

long and dangerous trip. The labor of the psychologist is very important and it is 

one of the services that all the users demand. 

 

JURIDICAL ATTENTION: 

 

The juridical attention is active from the very first moment. The request of 

international protection is prepared and managed by the attorney in police station, 

during all the time that it remains in the program it has juridical constant attention 

both in topics of asylum and in professional topics. 

 

Principal topics to treating:  

 -Production of reports of juridical support 

 -Meetings  

 -Advice  



COORDINATION 
 

 All of this is directed by a coordinator of equipment that supervises all the 

work that is done.  

 



Humanidad       

Imparcialidad       

Neutralidad       

Independencia       

Voluntariado       

Unidad       

Universalidad 


